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Abstract

In this work, we study a fundamental tradeoff issue in designing distributed hash table (DHT) in peer-to-peer
networks: the size of the routing table v.s. the network diameter. It was observed by Ratnasamy et al. that existing
DHT schemes either (a) have a routing table of size �������
	����� and network diameter of �������
	����� , or (b) have a
routing table of size � and network diameter of ����������
� . They asked whether this represents the best asymptotic
“state-efficiency” tradeoffs. Our first major result is to show that there are straightforward routing algorithms which
achieve better asymptotic tradeoffs. However, such algorithms all cause severe congestion on certain network nodes,
which is undesirable in a P2P network. We then rigorously define the notion of “congestion” and conjecture that the
above tradeoffs are asymptotically optimal for a congestion-free network. We show that the answer to this conjecture
is negative in the strict sense. However, the answer becomes positive if the routing algorithm is required to eliminate
congestion in a “natural” way by being uniform. Our second major result is to prove that the aforementioned tradeoffs
are asymptotically optimal for uniform algorithms. Furthermore, for uniform algorithms, we find that the routing table
size of �������
	����� is a magic threshold point that separates two different “state-efficiency” regions. Our third result
is to study the exact (instead of asymptotic) optimal tradeoffs for uniform algorithms. We propose a new routing
algorithm that reduces the routing table size and the network diameter of Chord both by 21.4% without introducing
any other protocol overhead, based on a novel number-theoretical technique. Our fourth and final result is to present
Ulysses, a congestion-free non-uniform algorithm that achieves a better asymptotic “state-efficiency” tradeoff than
existing schemes in the probabilistic sense, even under dynamic node joins/leaves.

I. INTRODUCTION

As peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing systems become increasingly popular in recent years, scalability has been recog-

nized as the central challenge in designing such systems. Early systems such as Napster and Gnutella all have some

design limitations that prevent them from being scalable: Napster uses centralized directory service and Gnutella em-

ploys flooding when searching for objects. To meet this challenge, various distributed hash table (DHT) schemes have

been proposed in different P2P systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The basic idea of a DHT scheme is to use a hash table-like

interface to locate the objects, and to distribute the duty of maintaining the hash table data structure, in the face of node

joins/leaves, to all participating P2P nodes. In DHT schemes, each node stores objects that correspond to a certain

portion of the key space, and uses a routing table (referred to as a “finger table” in Chord [4]) to forward the request

A preliminary version of the paper will be presented at IEEE Infocom 2003, to be held in San Francisco, California, USA, from April 1st to
3rd, 2003.
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Fig. 1. Asymptotic tradeoff curve between the routing table size and the network diameter

for an object not belonging to its key space to appropriate “next-hop” nodes. The request will eventually be forwarded

to a node responsible for the key of the object through a chain of such “next-hops”.

This paper studies a fundamental tradeoff issue in designing DHT: the number of neighbors (equivalently the size

of the routing table) vs. the network diameter, the number of hops a request needs to travel in the worst case. In a

network consisting of � nodes, it is straightforward to see that when � neighbors are maintained (the “full directory”

case) at each node, the search cost is ������ , and when each node only maintains one neighbor (essentially a “logical

ring”), the search cost is �!�"�# . This plots two end points on the tradeoff curve shown in Fig. 1.1. In practical systems,

neither extreme is desirable: the “full directory” approach involves heavy maintenance cost due to frequent joins and

leaves of the P2P nodes, and the �!�"�# diameter incurs intolerable network delay. Such a tradeoff has been referred to

as the “state-efficiency” tradeoff2 in [7]. It was observed in [7] that existing DHT schemes either (a) have a routing

table of size �!�%$%&('*)+�# and network diameter of �!�%$%&(',)+�# , which includes Chord [4], Tapestry [1], Plaxton et. al. [2],

and Pastry [3], or (b) have a routing table of size - and network diameter of �!�"�/.�0�1( , which includes CAN [5]. It

was asked in [7] whether 23�%$%&('*)
�# and 24�"� .�0�1  are the asymptotic lower bounds for the network diameter when the

routing table sizes are �!�%$%&(',)+�# and - , respectively. We clarify and rigorously formulate this interesting question, and

answer it in a comprehensive way. Since the answer to the above questions in the strict sense is negative, as we will

show later, the existing algorithms [4], [1], [2], [3], [5] are not placed on the optimal tradeoff curve in Fig. 1.

The first major result of this paper is to clarify the tradeoff problem. We first formally characterize the metrics

involved in the tradeoff. Then we show that there are routing algorithms which achieve better asymptotic tradeoffs5
Note that the curve is symbolic in the sense that the coordinates are in asymptotics rather than in exact values.6
The term was originally introduced in [6] in a similar but different context.
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than both (a) and (b) above3. However, these algorithms all cause severe congestion on certain network nodes even

when the load is assumed to be uniform. Based on this observation, we define the notion of “congestion”. We

initially conjecture that if the network is required to be “congestion-free”, the aforementioned tradeoffs (a) and (b) are

asymptotically optimal. However, the answer to this conjecture is negative in the strict sense. As pointed out by Karp

[8], the butterfly network4 can achieve better bounds than both (a) and (b). However, if the algorithms are required to

be congestion-free “in a natural way” by being uniform (defined later), the answer to this conjecture becomes positive.

In studying this conjecture, we will thoroughly clarify the role that “congestion-free” plays in this “state-efficiency”

tradeoff.

The second major result of this paper is that, if the routing algorithms are uniform5, we prove that the aforementioned

tradeoffs (a) and (b) are indeed optimal. Furthermore, we show that 23�%$%&('7)+�# is a magic threshold point for the routing

table size. If the routing table size is asymptotically smaller or equal to 23�%$%&('8)
�# , then for any algorithm, “congestion-

free” constraint prevents it from achieving the smaller network diameter When the routing table size is asymptotically

larger than 23�%$%&('9)
�# , however, the “congestion-free” condition no longer plays this “bottleneck” role. This may

explain why many existing DHT algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4] stay around this magic threshold.

Our third major result is to study the exact (contrary to asymptotic) tradeoff between the routing table size and

the network diameter. We first formulate this tradeoff problem as an optimization problem and explain that finding

its solution can be prohibitively expensive in terms of computational complexity for large-size networks. Then we

propose a new routing algorithm that reduces the routing table size and the network diameter of Chord [4] both by

21.4% without introducing any other protocol overhead, based on a novel number-theoretical technique.

Our fourth and final result is Ulysses, a congestion-free DHT scheme that achieves better “state-efficiency” tradeoffs

than both (a) and (b) mentioned above, by giving up the uniformity constraint. In particular, with an average routing

table size of ���%$%&�' ) �# , Ulysses can reach the diameter of �!�;:=<?> 6A@:=<?> 6 :=<?> 69@  , as compared to �!�%B�C9D ) �# in existing schemes

[1], [2], [3], [4] with the same asymptotic routing table size. Our design is based on the butterfly network, suggested to

us by Karp [8] as a counterexample to the aforementioned conjecture. However, three challenges need to be addressed

in order to design a low-diameter DHT based on the butterfly network: (a) the butterfly still has edge congestion, (b)

a sparse network needs to be “mapped” to the “fully-meshed” static butterfly, and (c) a self-stabilization scheme is

needed to handle dynamic node joins/leaves, without degrading the size of the routing table. We will discuss how toE
This is the reason why, in Fig. 1, we deliberately do not put any of the existing DHT schemes on the optimal asymptotic tradeoff curve.F
Introduced first in parallel computing.G
It can be shown that almost all existing DHT schemes [4], [1], [2], [3], [5] are uniform.
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address these challenges in Sec. VI.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the background and related work. The

aforementioned four major results are established in Sections III, IV, V, and VI, respectively. Section VII concludes

the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey the routing aspects of the existing DHT schemes. Throughout this paper, other aspects

will be discussed only when they become relevant to routing. In a P2P system using a DHT scheme, each node is

responsible for storing certain parts of the key space. The routing and self-stabilization (reacting to node joins/leaves)

algorithms running on each node collectively implement a hash table-like interface that allows each node to perform

lookup, insertion, and deletion of objects.

In DHT schemes, a routing algorithm is characterized by the routing tables employed at each node. Like in Chord

[4], we assume that both the name space and the key space of the network are H7IJ�AILKLKLK(I?�NMO� . We let P denote the size

of the routing table at each node. At a node of identification QR- , the routing table basically consists of a set of entries

S �UTWV 1+X V�I+Y*V 1+X VR �Z .?[ V [�\ . The routing algorithm is simply the following: forward a request for key ] to node ^!�"Q�-/_`Y�V 1+X VR 
if ]aMbQR-bcdTWV 1+X V . Here ^!�"ef is the node currently (subject to changes due to node joins/leaves) responsible for the

key e , and the arithmetic is in the cyclic sense (i.e., modulo � ). For the correctness of routing, YWV 1+X Vhgi Y*V 1+X j and

TWV 1+X V*klTWV 1+X j inm when QNgipo , and q.?[ V [�\ TWV 1+X V consists of all the keys not handled by the node QR- . In uniform DHT

algorithms (defined rigorously later in Definition 2), where TrV 1+X V and Y*V 1+X V are all independent of Q�- , we simply write

them as T V and Y V .
In Chord [4], � its \ , T V ivu=s V"w . I s V  , and Y V ixs V"w . , where Q i �AI s ILKLKLK�I�P . The size of the routing table is exactly

$%&('A)+� , and the network diameter is also $%&�'y)+� . Algorithms used in [1], [2], and [3] are similar, except that they use

different basis (Chord uses 2). In Tapestry [1], for example, � i -{z , TWV�| 1�}8j i~u o4� - V I�� o _��� � - V  , Y*V�| 1�}8j i�o4� - V ,
where Q i H7IJ�AILKLKLK�I?�lM�� and odi �AI s ILKLKLK(I�-�M�� . Pastry [3] is similar to Tapestry except that - is chosen as a

exponential of 2. In both algorithms, the network diameter ( $%&(' 1 � ) is smaller than Chord’s, but the routing table size is

larger ( �%-�M��� �$%&(' 1 � ). However, in terms of asymptotics, these algorithms all maintain a routing table of size ���%$"&('�)+�# 
and achieve a network diameter of ���%$"&('y)+�# . CAN [5], on the other end, maintains no more than a constant number -
of neighbors. In CAN, T V i�u � V"w .LI?� V  and Y V i � V"w . , where �W1 i � . The network diameter is �!�"��.�0�1� .

It is asked in [7] whether ( �!�%$%&(',)+�# , 24�%$"&('9)
�# ) and ( - , 23�"� .�0�1  ) are the optimal asymptotic tradeoffs between
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the routing table size (first coordinates) and the network diameter (second coordinates). We clarify and answer this

question in the next four sections. The closest work to ours in the theoretical computer science domain is [6], which

studies “state-efficiency” tradeoff in a general network. However, they do not address the important issue of congestion.

Also they use the storage cost to gauge the routing table size, while we use the self-stabilization overhead. Both issues

make a major difference in the tradeoff results and also the techniques needed to derive such results.

Viceroy, also based on butterfly, is proposed in [9] to achieve �!�%B�C9D ) �# network diameter with a constant routing

table size. The expected diameter of the Viceroy network is about �fB�C9D ) � , which is larger than many existing schemes

[1], [2], [3], [4]. There is no straightforward way to port the “mapping” (mentioned in Sec. I) and self-stabilization

techniques of Viceroy to Ulysses, in which the routing table size is �!�%$%&('8)+�# .

III. RIGOROUS CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TRADEOFF PROBLEM

In this section, we first rigorously characterize the metrics involved in the tradeoff. Then we show that 23�%$%&('�)+�# 
and 23�"��.�0�1� are not the asymptotically optimal network diameter values when the routing table size is constrained

by ���%$%&�'9)+�# and - respectively. We show, however, that the schemes which achieve better tradeoffs all cause severe

congestion to certain network nodes. After we define the notion of congestion, we conjecture that if “congestion-free”

is added as an additional constraint, 23�%$%&('y)+�# and 24�"�f.�0�1� will be the asymptotically optimal network diameter values.

A. Characterization of the metrics involved in the tradeoff

In this section, we formally characterize the notion of the routing table size in the DHT context. Recall from Sec. II

that a routing table consists of entries
S �UT�V 1+X V�I+Y*V 1+X VR �Z .?[ V [�\ and we use P to denote the “size” of routing table. In other

words, in measuring the routing table size, we count the number of different “next-hops” (neighbors). This is different

from the way they are counted in [6] (counting the storage cost of TrV 1+X V ) and in IP routers (counting the number of IP

prefixes). Counting the number of neighbors makes sense in DHT, since there are frequent joins and leaves of nodes,

and the cost of maintaining the routing table is directly proportional to the number of neighbors. In other words, the

number of neighbors measures the cost of self-stabilization for adapting to node joins/leaves. The storage cost metric

used in [6] and in IP routers, on the other hand, become irrelevant in the DHT context given today’s storage price and

technology.

Counting the number of neighbors, however, is the correct measure only for stateless routing algorithms. A stateless

routing algorithm makes a routing decision based only on the destination address (i.e., object key in the request).
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Therefore, in a stateless routing algorithm, a node does not need to know about node joins/leaves other than those that

change some of its “next-hop” values (i.e., identity of the neighbors), since they will not affect its routing decision.

All existing DHT schemes are stateless. Contrary to stateless routing is to let the routing decision be based on both

source and destination addresses. In such algorithms, a node QR- may have to react to the join and leave of a node even

though it does not affect QR-���� neighboring relationship with other nodes. This certainly would add more complexity

to both the routing and the self-stabilization aspects of the DHT. Whether such “stateful routing” will bring some

performance benefit (e.g., better load balancing) and hopefully outweigh its overhead remains an interesting topic for

future research. Throughout this paper, we will only study “stateless” algorithms.

Recall that � denotes the size of the name space. In Sections III and IV we assume that the network under consid-

eration consists of � nodes, H7IJ�AILKLKLK(I?��Md� , handling the key spaces
S H�Z , S ��Z , KLKLK , and

S ��M���Z , respectively. Clearly,

we implicitly assume here that every node in the name space exists and is alive6 (i.e., “everywhere dense”). This

assumption is acceptable since we only establish “negative results” in Sections III and IV: no way for an algorithm to

achieve a lower diameter than the bound even if it does not need to deal with node joins/leaves. In Sections V and

VI where we establish “positive results”, however, we will no longer use this assumption and will address the issue of

stabilization under joins/leaves.

Tradeoff analysis is essentially to study the lower bound of one metric while fixing the other. All lower bound results

target worst-case performance. Assuming certain traffic or join/leave patterns, one can design routing algorithms that

employ heuristics (e.g., route caching) to enhance average performance. Such heuristics, however, will not be able to

improve the performance lower bound in the worst case. So our worst-case tradeoff results do not conflict with better

(average) tradeoff results achieved using such heuristics.

B. Network diameter lower bounds

It has been asked in [7] whether 23�%$%&�'y)+�# and 23�"� .�0�1  are the best achievable network diameters when the routing

table sizes are �!�%$%&(' ) �# and - respectively. Our answers to both questions are “no”. We show that there are networks

of diameter �!� ����� 6 @����� 6�� ����� 6 @A�  and �!�%$%&('9)+�# when the routing table sizes are ���%$%&�'y)+�# and - respectively.

We formulate a DHT scheme as a directed graph �U��I��� , where � is the set of all participating DHT nodes and �
is the neighbor relationships among them. There exists an edge from a node Q to a node o if node o is one of node Q � ��

This assumption, however, sounds a little ironic: if we know that all the nodes exist and are alive, why not send the request for key � to the

node � directly? Note however that in this case, the routing table size for a node is actually  ¢¡¤£y¥ .
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neighbor in the DHT. We further require the network to be strongly connected (i.e., every one can reach everyone else),

which is clearly required of all DHT schemes. Under this formulation, the questions above become whether 23�%$%&(' ) �# 
and 24�"�f.�0�1� are the best achievable network diameters when the out-degree of each node is bounded by �!�%$%&('{)+�# and

- , respectively. The following proposition shows otherwise.

...
...

log(n)

levels... ... ......
log(log(n)−1)

Fig. 2. The constructive proof of Proposition 1

Proposition 1—Reachable lower bounds: There exists a strongly-connected directed graph of diameter �!� ����� 6 @����� 6�� ����� 6 @9�  
in which the out-degree of any node is no more than $"&('�)+� . There also exists a strongly-connected directed graph of

diameter ���%$%&�' 1 �# in which the out-degree of any node is no more than - . The network diameter lower bound is

23� ����� 6 @����� 6�� ����� 6 @A�  or 23�%$%&�' 1 �# when the routing table size is no more than $%&�'�)+� or - respectively.

Proof: We prove the first assertion first. Fig. 2 shows such a graph that satisfies the aforementioned condition.

There is a pseudo “root” in this graph and a directed perfectly-balanced ( $%&('8)+� -1)-ary tree7 grows from this “root”.

This allows the “root” to reach everyone else in at most $%&(' � ����� 6 @ w . � � i ����� 6 @����� 6�� ����� 6 @ w . � steps. Also every node other

than the root has a directed edge back to the root8. This allows every node to reach every other node through the root.

So the network diameter is at most ����� 6 @����� 6 � ����� 6 @ w . � _b� = �!� ����� 6 @����� 6 � ����� 6 @A�  . Note that the maximum out-degree at each node

is no more than $%&('*)+� . The second assertion follows by similar arguments.

As to the third assertion (the lower bound), note that when each node’s out-degree is bounded by � , a node can only

reach � � other nodes using paths no longer than $ . If $ is the diameter, then � ��¦ �hM§� since there are � nodes in the

graph. When � i $%&('*)+� , we get $ ¦ ����� 6 � @ w . ������ 6 ����� 6 @ ; when � i - , we get $ ¦ $%&(' 1 �"��M��� .¨
For simplicity of discussion, we omit the use of floors and ceilings when appropriate.©
Note that the “pointers” in DHT are unidirectional. In Fig. 2, although the in-degree of the root is  ¢¡¤£y¥ , its out-degree, which is also its

routing table size, is only ª¬«� 6 £¯®�° .
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Remark: In later discussion, we refer to the proof of the third assertion (lower bound) as the reachability argument.

We can see that the routing algorithm used in the network shown in Fig. 2 is hierarchical: the root has a high in-

degree and handles most of the traffic. This is undesirable in P2P networks since the root will become the performance

bottleneck and central point of failure. Our initial hypothesis was that if we bound the degree sum (in-degree plus out-

degree) at each node to ���%$"&(' ) �# and - , the network diameter bounds ���%$%&�' ) �# and �!�"� .�0�1  should become optimal.

This is unfortunately false, as shown by the following proposition.

...
...

log(n)

levels... ... ......
log(log(n)/2)

Fig. 3. The constructive proof of Proposition 2

Proposition 2: There exists a strongly-connected directed graph of diameter �!� ����� 6 @����� 6 � ����� 6 @A�  in which each node’s

degree sum (in-degree plus out-degree) is no more than ���%$%&�'7)+�# . There exists a strongly-connected directed graph of

diameter �!�%$%&(' � 1�0 ) � �# in which each node’s degree sum is no more than - .
Proof: We only prove the first assertion since the arguments for the second assertion are similar. Fig. 3 shows

such a graph that satisfies the aforementioned condition. There is again a pseudo “root” in this graph and a directed

perfectly-balanced ( ����� 6 @) )-ary tree grows from this “root”. This allows the “root” to reach everyone else in at most

$%&(' ��± ²U³ 6�´6 � � i ����� 6 @����� 6 � ± ²R³ 6�´6 � steps. Also, every node other than the root has a directed edge to its parent. This allows every

node to reach every other node in s ����� 6 @����� 6 � ± ²U³ 6�´6 � = �!� ����� 6 @����� 6 � ����� 6 @9�  steps (through their lowest common ancestor). Clearly,

in this network, no node’s degree sum is more than $"&('�)+��_ s , which is ���%$"&('*)+�# .
Observant readers can see that the network construction in Fig. 3 is still a “cheat”: intuitively, the root is still the

point of congestion. This leads us to the conjecture that if we impose an additional “congestion-free” constraint, the

aforementioned diameter lower bounds 23�%$%&(' ) �# and 23�"� .�0�1  might actually be optimal. In the next section, we define

the notion of congestion and introduce this conjecture.
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C. The notion of congestion and our main conjecture

In this section we precisely define the notion of “congestion” and use that to formulate our conjecture. Note that it

makes sense to talk about congestion only when a communication load is specified. We artificially impose a uniform

all-to-all communication load. In other words, for each pair of nodes Q�I o , Qµgi¶o , we impose a unit of traffic from Q to o .
Altogether, a load of �·�"�¸M¶�� units is imposed on the network. With this artificial load imposed, we define the notion

of congestion-free as follows.

Definition 1: We say that a network is ¹ -congestion-free ( ¹�º;� ) if it is both ¹ -node-congestion-free and ¹ -edge-

congestion-free. A network is said to be c-node-congestion-free if no node is handling more than ¹ times the average

traffic per node. Likewise, a network is said to be c-edge-congestion-free if no edge is handling more than ¹ times the

average traffic per edge. When ¹ i � , we simply say that the network is node-congestion-free or edge-congestion-free.

These definitions need to be carefully explained. Suppose the average path length from a random node Q to another

random node o is $ . We have the following proposition stating that the average load on a node is �"�bMt�� �$ and its

proof is essentially a Little’s Law [10] argument. This means that, if a network is ¹ -node-congestion-free, no node

should route more than ¹9�"�hM§�� �$ traffic. Likewise, if a network is ¹ -edge-congestion-free, no edge should carry more

than » @ � @ w . � �¼ ½�¼ traffic, where ¾ �¸¾ is the number of edges/links in the network. It can be shown that all existing DHT

schemes [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] are congestion-free, when all nodes in the identification space exist and are alive. The

node-congestion-free part can be proven from Theorem 1 in the next section.

Proposition 3: The average amount of traffic going through a node is �"��M��� �$ .
Proof: We write down all �·�"�¿M��� sequences of node identifications corresponding to the communications paths

between all pairs of nodes. Each occurrence of a node in a sequence in which it is not the source node constitute a unit

load to that node. The total number of such occurrences for all � nodes are �·�"��M¶�� �$ , since the average path length is

$ and the first node (source) in each sequence should not be counted. So the average load on each node is �"��M��� �$ .
Based on the intuition we have obtained from Propositions 1 and 2, we initially have the following conjecture on the

role that congestion-free plays in the tradeoff between the network diameter and the routing table size.

Conjecture 1: When the network is required to be ¹ -congestion-free for some constant ¹ ¦ � , 23�%$%&('{)
�# and 23�"��.�0�1( 
are the asymptotic lower bounds for the network diameter when the routing table sizes are no more than �!�%$%&('�)+�# and

- , respectively.
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Unfortunately, the answer to this conjecture is negative in the strict sense. Karp [8] points out to us that the static

butterfly network9 can be configured to reach the diameter of ��� ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @  , when the routing table size is no more than

$%&('A)+� . Note that this is exactly the lower bound when the congestion has not become a factor. Although the static

butterfly is free of node congestion, it has edge congestion. Also, there is no straightforward way to apply the static

butterfly network to the real P2P networks that are “sparse” (in the name space) and has dynamic node joins/leaves. In

Sec. VI, we introduce the static butterfly network and show how to address the above design issues.

Interestingly, as we will show in the next section, the answer to the Conjecture 1 is positive for a class of routing

algorithms known as uniform. We show that uniform algorithms eliminate node-congestion in a natural way. This

result is both theoretically and practically important: all existing DHT10 algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] are uniform.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC TRADEOFFS FOR UNIFORM ALGORITHMS

In this section, we show that when the routing algorithms are weakly uniform (defined below), 23�%$%&('�)+�# and 23�"� .�0�1  
are the lower bounds of the diameter for any network with routing table size �!�%$%&('8)+�# and - , respectively. This result

is practically important since all existing schemes [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] except Viceroy [9] are uniform. In other words,

as uniform algorithms, these algorithms all have achieved the optimal asymptotic “state-efficiency” tradeoffs. Then

we show that, for uniform algorithms, 23�%$%&('y)+�# is a magic threshold point for the routing table size. If the routing

table size is asymptotically smaller than or equal to ���%$%&�'7)+�# , “congestion-free” constraint prevents the algorithm

from achieving the smaller (optimal) network diameters established through reachability argument in Proposition 1.

However, when the routing table size is asymptotically larger than 23�%$%&�'8)+�# , the “congestion-free” condition no longer

plays this “bottleneck” role. This may explain why many existing DHT algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4] stay around this

magic threshold.

We again assume that the name space is
S
0, 1, KLKLK , �ÀM���Z and all the nodes in the name space exist and are alive.

We recall from Sec. II that the routing table at node QR- consisting of entries
S �UTfV 1+X V�I+Y*V 1LX VU �Z .?[ V [�\ . At node Q�- , a

request for key ] is forwarded to node QR-3_ÁY�V 1+X V (equal to ^!�"QR-3_ÁY,V 1+X VU under our “all-exist all-alive” assumption) if

]aMOQ�-ac�TWV 1+X V . Note that all the arithmetic is in the cyclic sense (i.e., modulo � ). The concepts of weak and strong

uniformity are defined in the following. For the correctness of routing, Y{V 1+X VÂgi Y*V 1+X j and TWV 1+X V*klTWV 1+X j itm when Q�gi§o ,
and q.?[ V [�Ã T�V 1LX V consists of all the keys not handled by the node Q�- .
Ä
It was originally proposed in the context of parallel computing.5�Å
Except for Viceroy [9] which is based on butterfly network.
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Definition 2: A routing algorithm is said to be weakly uniform, if for any pair of nodes QR- and QR-W� , Y*V 1+X V i Y*V 1?Æ�X V for

all ��ÇdQÂÇxP . A routing algorithm is said to be strongly uniform if it is weakly uniform, and for any pair of nodes QR-
and QR- � , T�V 1LX V i T�V 1�Æ�X V for all �ÈÇ¶Q�ÇdP .

Intuitively, the weak uniformity only requires the “jump sizes” to be the same at all nodes. Strong uniformity, in

addition, requires all “routing tables” to be homogeneous. All existing algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], except Viceroy

[9], are strongly uniform and therefore node-congestion-free, due to the following Theorem 1.

In the following discussion, we will use the notation Y V (instead of Y,V 1+X V ) in weakly uniform algorithms, and T V
(instead of TÉV 1LX V ) in strongly uniform algorithms. Also, we will refer to the set

S Y V Z .?[ V [�\ as the jump set and Y V ’s as

jump sizes, since Y V ’s specify how much a request (packet) will advance (“jump”) in the name space from its current

node, during the next step on its way to the destination.

Theorem 1: A strongly uniform algorithm is node-congestion-free, when all nodes in the name space exist and are

alive.

Proof: Let Ê��"Q�I o  be the routing path from node Q to node o . We define a function ËW�"Q�I o I?Ì� as follows: Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì? i
� if Ê��"Q�I o  contains the node Ì and Q¯gi Ì . Otherwise, ËW�"Q�I o I?Ì� i H . Let ÍÎ�"Ì� be the amount of traffic that goes through

the node Ì , when the uniform all-to-all communication load is imposed. Then for any H!Ç¶ÌL�WÇ¶��Md� and Ì��fgi Ì ,
ÍÎ�"Ì� i ÏÐ [ V X jL[ @ w .

Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì� i ÏÐ [ V X jJ[ @ w .
Ë��"QÉ_bÌfMÑÌ � I o _OÌrMÒÌ � I?Ì? i ÏÐ [ V X jL[ @ w .

Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì �  i ÍÎ�"Ì �  (1)

The first and the last equalities are from the definitions of Í and uniform all-to-all communication. The second equality

is due to the standard change of variable technique in combinatorial summation. The third equality is from the fact

ËW�"Q�_bÌfMÑÌ���I o _bÌfMÑÌ��"I?Ì� i Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì� , which follows from Lemma 1 below.

For any HÓÇ¶Ì¢Ç¶�ÂM!� , since ÍÎ�"Ì� i ÍÎ�"Ì��� for any Ì�gi Ì�� , the total amount of traffic in the network is ÔÐ [{Õ%[ @ w . ÍÎ�"Ì� 
i

��ÍÎ�"Ì� and the average per node is Í��"Ì? . Therefore, the network is node-congestion-free.

Remark: From this theorem, we can see that in strongly uniform algorithms, the node-congestion is not dependent

on the configurations of the routing tables (i.e., TÖ�V � ) and the jump sets. Edge-congestion, however, will be dependent on

both, to be shown in Part E of Sec. V. Note also that in general weak uniformity implies neither node-congestion-free

nor edge-congestion-free.

Lemma 1: For any HÓÇ¶Q�I o I?Ì
I�×ÓÇ¶��Md� , Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì? i Ë��"QÉ_`×JI o _¶×�I?Ì#_`×A .
Proof: Again, let Ê��"Q�I o  be the routing path from node Q to node o as above. We perform induction on ¾ Ê��"Q�I o  L¾ ,

the length of ÊØ�"Q�I o  :
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Ù Initial step: When ¾ Ê��"Q�I o  L¾ i H , we know that Q i�o . So for any Ì and × , Q#_Á× iÚo _Á× and Ë��"Q�I o I?Ì? i H i
ËW�"Q�_¶×�I o _¶×�I?ÌÛ_�×� .

Ù Induction hypothesis: Suppose ËW�"Q�I o I?Ì� i ËW�"Q�_¶×�I o _¶×�I?ÌÛ_�×� holds for all �"Q�I o  pairs such that ¾ Ê��"Q�I o  L¾{Ç�Ü .

Ù Induction step: Let Ê��"Q��%I o �� be any path of length Ü�_a� . We would like to show that for any Ì and × , Ë��"Q��%I o �%I?Ì� i
ËW�"QU��_d×JI o �7_§×JI?Ìr_§×A holds. Since Ë��"Q��%I o �ÝI?Ì� is either 1 or 0, let us consider the case ËW�"Q��%I o �ÝI?Ì? i � first. Let Þ
denote the second vertex on the path Ê��"Q � I o �  . Then according to the definition of strong uniformity, Þ3_d× must

be the second vertex on the path Ê��"Q��?_¸×�I o ��_¸×A . We again consider two cases: (1) if Ì i Þ , then ÌA_¸× i Þr_¸× and

therefore Ë��"Q � _�×�I o � _�×�I?Ì(_Ø×� i � , (2) if Ì�gi Þ , then Ì(_�×Ngi Þ#_Ø× and ËW�"Þ�I o � I?Ì� i � , and by induction hypothesis

(since Ê��"Þ�I o �  is of length Ü ) Ë��"Q � _`×�I o � _¶×�I?ÌÛ_¶×� i Ë��"Þ3_`×JI o � _¶×�I?ÌÛ_`×A i Ë��"Þ�I o � I?Ì? i � . Similarly, when

ËW�"QU�%I o �%I?Ì� i H , we can also show ËW�"Q���_a×�I o �9_Ò×�I?ÌW_Ò×A i H . Therefore, ËW�"QR�%I o �%I?Ì� i Ë��"QR��_Ò×�I o �9_a×�I?Ì�_a×A holds

for all �"Q � I o �  pairs such that ¾ Ê��"Q � I o �  L¾ i Üß_Á� .

We are now ready to prove two main theorems of this section, which states that the 24�%$"&('{)+�# and 23�"�f.�0�1� are indeed

the optimal achievable network diameters for uniform routing algorithms, when the routing table sizes are no more

than �!�%$%&('9)+�# and - , respectively. Note that in the following theorems we only assume weak uniformity, which does

not imply congestion-free in general.

Theorem 2: Let P be the number of neighbors each node maintains. Suppose each node in the name space
S H7IJ�AILà¤à¤à¤I?��M

��Z exists and is alive, and the network employs a weakly uniform routing algorithm. The following are true:

(a) The diameter lower bound for the network is á .) $%&(' ) �Éâ , which is 23�%$%&(' ) �# , if P�Çßá .) $%&(' ) �Éâ .
(b) The diameter lower bound for the network is 23�"�Ö.�0�1� , if P�Ç�- , where -Øº s .

Proof: Let
S Y V Z .?[ V [�\ be the set of jump sizes, which are the same for all nodes due to the weak uniform

assumption. Suppose the network diameter is $ . We pick an arbitrary node QR- and consider all paths from node Q�- to

all other nodes. There are � such paths (including the empty path to itself) and let ã denote the set of those � paths.

We define a function äbå{ã~æç�éèêq S H�Z� \+}#. , where è;q S H�Z is the set of non-negative integers, as follows. For any

path ë§c`ã , we denote as ìAí X V the number of jumps of size � V used in the path, for each ��Ç�Q4ÇvP . We know that

\ÔV�î . ì í X V Çd$ since $ is the network diameter. We define ì í X Ð i $�M \ÔV�î . ì í X V , and clearly ì í X Ð ¦ H . Let

ä���ëÉ Öå i �%ì í X Ð I�ì í X=. ILKLKLK�I�ì í X \  
We claim that ä is injective (one-to-one). We prove this claim by contradiction. Suppose that there are two paths
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ë�I�ï�c�ã , such that ì í X V i ìyð X V , Q i H7IJ�AILKLKLK(I�P . Then clearly Ô \V�î . ì í X V � � V i Ô \V¤î . ì�ð X V � � V . So starting from the node

QR- , both paths necessarily end up at the same destination. This contradicts our definition of ã as the set of paths used

to reach different destinations.

The size of the range, which is the number of vectors �%ì Ð I�ì . I�ìy)AILKLKLK(I�ì \  that satisfy the equation ì Ð _¿ì . _�KLKLK�_¿ì \ i
$ and ì V ¦ H , Q i H7IJ�AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P . We know from elementary combinatorics that this number is equal to the number of

different ways to put $ indistinguishable balls into PÂ_`� different bins, which is equal to ñ�� }�\\Øò . Since ä is injective, the

size of the range should be no smaller than the size of domain, which is � . Therefore, ñ"� }�\\ ò ¦ � . Now we are ready to

prove both (a) and (b)

(a) It suffices to show that $ ¦ .) á"$"&(' ) �Éâ . First, we show that $ ¦ P . We prove by contradiction and suppose $¢ó�P .

Note that ñ%� }�\\ ò is an increasing function of $ . So ñ"� }�\\ ò ó ñ \+}�\\ ò . However, given any ôõº�H , by Stirling’s formula

( �#öÛ÷ùø sAú �f� z û  �z ), ñ \L}�\\ ò ÇÚ���õ_�ô� �õs ) \ .ü ý \ ó s ) \ Çþ� for large enough � and P . This contradicts our prior

assumption that ñ � }�\\ ò ¦ � . Therefore $ ¦ P . We proceed to show $ ¦ .) á"$%&('A)L�Éâ . We again argue by contradiction.

Suppose $Èó .) á"$%&�'9)+�Éâ . Note that ñ � }�\\ ò Ç ñ � } �� ò (easy to verify through combinatorial argument), since $ ¦ P .

However, when $fó .) á"$%&('A)+�Éâ , we have ñ�� } �� ò ó¶� due to the same argument above. Therefore ñ�� }�\\ ò Ç ñ"� } �� ò ó�� ,

a contradiction.

(b) We need to show that $ has to be 23�"� .�0�1  . Since �%$É_§-� 1 º ñ�� }�11 ò ºÚ� , we have $É_§-aºÚ$%&(' 1 � and therefore

$fº¶� .�0�1 MÒ- , which is 23�"� .�0�1  .

Theorem 2(a) essentially shows that the diameter lower bound is approximately .) $"&('9)
� when P is approximately

.) $%&('A)+� . However, we have not been able to design a new scheme that achieves the ( .) $"&('9)+� , .) $%&('A)+� ) tradeoff11 . In fact,

such a tradeoff might not be achievable at all. This is because in our estimation of the range size in the proof, some

elements in the range may not be the image of any paths. In other words, there may exist two vectors �%ì . I�ìy)AILà¤à¤à¤I�ì \  
gi �%ì,� . I�ìy�) ILà¤à¤à¤I�ìy�\  in the range such that \ÔV�î . ì V Y V

i \ÔV�î . ì,�V Y V . The (unique) path in ã of length \ÔV�î . ì V Y V will map to

at most one of them, and the other one will not be the image of any path. Therefore, it can be interesting to further

sharpen the estimate on the constant factor through perhaps more sophisticated combinatorial arguments.

Using the intermediate result ñ�� }�\\ ò ¦ � in the above proof, we can prove the following result, which is stronger and

more general than Theorem 2(a).

Theorem 3: Let P be the number of neighbors each node maintains. Suppose each node in the name space
S H7IJ�AILà¤à¤à¤I?��M5Ý5

We did however achieve ( ÿ�� ������� ª�«� 6 £ , ÿ�� ������� ª¬«� 6 £ ) tradeoff in Section V.
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��Z exists and is alive, and the network employs a weakly uniform routing algorithm. Then the diameter $ is at least

23�%$%&(' ) �# when P i �!�%$%&(' ) �# .
Proof: From the above proof we know that ñ�� }�\\ ò ¦ � , denoted as (*). In the following, we write $ and P as $?�"�# 

and PÉ�"�# to emphasize the fact that they are functions of � . Since PÉ�"�# i �!�%$%&('7)+�# , there exists ¹Óº�H and � . º s
such that PÉ�"�# 3Çt¹+$%&(' ) � when �§º�� . . We then choose ¹ . º�¹�_t��	 s and fix it. We need to show that there exists

¹+)Èº�H and �Î)Èº�H such that $?�"�# ¦ ¹L)L$"&('9)
� for all �Òº
�Î) .
We define ì��"��I��{ i � z }� �����������z �  � . Given any ��I��ÒºtH , it is straightforward to see that, B������ Ð � ì��"��I��{ i � . So given

¹ . º H as above, there exists ¹J)lº H such that ì��%¹ . I s ¹+)( Øó ø s . We let �Î) i Ü�ìy�r��� s ) 0 » 5�� I � s ) 0 » 6!� I�"8I�� .  . We

claim that when �xº#��) , $?�"�# ¦ ¹+)L$%&('A)+� . We prove this by contradiction. Suppose there exists � � º$�Î) such that

$?�"�É�� ÂóÁ¹+)L$%&�'9)
�É� . Without loss of generality (WLOG), we choose ¹�� . such that ¹¿ó�¹+� . ó§¹ . and ¹
� . $%&�'9)
�É� is a positive

integer (recall that ¹ . ºn¹¯_���	 s ). We know that PÉ�"� �  ¸Ç ¹WB�C9D ) � � Ç ¹ � . B¤C9D ) � � . WLOG, we can also choose ¹ � )
such that ¹L)�óv¹
�) ó s ¹
) and ¹
�) B¤C9D ) �É� is a positive integer. Then ñ � � @ Æ � }�\ � @ Æ �\ � @ Æ � ò = ñ � � @ Æ � }�\ � @ Æ �� � @ Æ � ò Ç ñ » Æ 5 :=<?> 6A@ Æ } » Æ 6 :=<?> 69@ Æ» Æ 6 :=<?> 6 @ Æ ò
Ç s �%ì��%¹
� . I�¹
�)  ? ����� 6 @ Æ Ç s �%ì��%¹ . I s ¹+)( ? ����� 6 @ Æ ó s ø � � ó �É� , which contradicts (*) above. The first inequality holds

because ñ � }�\� ò is an increasing function of both $ and P . The second inequality is due to Lemma 2 in the following.

The third inequality holds since ì��"��I��{ is an increasing function of both � and � when �#I��aºþH . Therefore, $?�"�# i
23�%$%&(' ) �# when �tº%� ) . Note that all the complications in choosing ¹�� . and ¹+�) are due to the fact that the formula

ñ » Æ 5 :=<?> 6 @ Æ } » Æ 6 :=<?> 6 @ Æ» Æ 6 :=<?> 69@ Æ ò needs to be defined.

Lemma 2: Let ¹
� . , ¹
�) , and ìW�"�#I��8 be defined as above. Then ñ » Æ 5 :=<?> 6A@ Æ } » Æ 6 :=<?> 69@ Æ» Æ 6 :=<?> 6 @ Æ ò Ç s �%ìW�%¹
� . I�¹
�)  ? ����� 6 @ Æ .
Proof: Let � i ¹
� . B�C9D ) �É� and � i ¹
�) B¤C9D ) �É� . We know that �#I�� ¦ � when ���¢º&� ) . Then ñ z }� ò i

� z }� �('z '  '
ó ) ø ) ý � z }� � � �����) � �����*�+�ü ) ý z � � ) � � ü ) ý  � � ) � � Ç ) � z }� � ���������z �  � = s ì��"��I��{ = s ìW�%¹ � . I�¹ � )  ����� 6 @ Æ . The first inequality is by the extended form of the

Stirling’s formula ø sAú-, � , 	/.( 10�ó , ö�ó s ø sAú-, � , 	/.� 10 for , º s and , c�è . Here è is the set of natural numbers.

The second inequality uses the fact � ¦ � and � ¦ � .

A. �!�%$%&('9)+�# as a Magic Threshold for Routing Table Size

We can see from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 that P i 23�%$%&('y)+�# is a magic asymptotic threshold. When P is a

constant, ñ"� }�\\ ò is approximately $ \ . However, when P becomes .) $%&�'9)+� , ñ"� }�\\ ò is approximately s ) \ . It is also a magic

threshold in the following sense. Recall from Proposition 1 that for a general network (without assuming uniformity)

the diameter of a network is at least 23�%$%&(' \ �# through simple reachability arguments. Theorems 2 and 3 show that this

ideal lower bound is superseded by the need to achieve congestion-free routing, when the number of neighbors P is
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no larger than 24�%$"&('*)+�# . In other words, below the �!�%$%&(',)+�# threshold, congestion factor dominates the reachability

factor. However, we can show that when the number of neighbors P is asymptotically larger than �!�%$%&(' ) �# , we can

indeed achieve the bound dictated by the reachability argument. In other words, the congestion no longer plays a

“bottleneck” role. This is shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 4: There exists a strongly uniform network of diameter .2 ( H¸óx]�óÚ� ) in which the number of neigh-

bors at each node is bounded by ���"� 2  .
Proof: We let � i � 1 for simplicity of discussion (to avoid getting into floors and ceilings). In our construction,

the jump set at each node is T i 1qV�î . T V , where T V i S �+� V"w .JI s � V"w .JILKLKLK�I��"�ÑM��� �� V"w .LZ . The routing algorithm is

essentially a “greedy” one: given a request for a key ] that arrives at node Q�- , QR- will forward it to QR-!_ o , where

o�i �4365 S �7¾ �4cÀTfI��¿Ç§]ÀMÒQR-8Z . Clearly, this algorithm is strongly uniform. Now we show why the network diameter

is no more than - . Suppose that a node sends a request to another node that is × ( HNÇx×ÓÇ��hMd� ) larger (in the cyclic

sense) in the name space. Since � i � 1 , we can write × as an � -ary number of at most - digits ì 1 w . ì 1 w ) à¤à¤à ì Ð , where

× i Ô 1 w .V�î Ð ì V � V . Since ì V � V cÁT V87 T , the “greedy” routing algorithm will route this message in at most - jumps:

ì 1 w . ��1 w . , ì 1 w ) �W1 w ) , KLKLK , and ì Ð � Ð .
Remark: Note that the network is automatically node-congestion-free due to Theorem 1. When � i � 1 , it can be

shown that the network is also edge-congestion-free.

With the routing table size in Proposition 4, the reachability argument gives us the diameter lower bound $"&(' � @69,� � i
��	A] , which is equal to the bound established in Proposition 1. This shows that when the routing table size is asymp-

totically larger than 23�%$%&(' ) �# , the congestion no longer becomes a limiting factor.

In this section, we have shown that when the routing algorithms are weakly uniform, 23�%$%&('{)+�# and 23�"��.�0�1� are

indeed the diameter lower bounds for any network with routing table size �!�%$%&('8)+�# and - , respectively. This shows

that existing DHT schemes, as strongly uniform algorithms, have achieved the optimal asymptotic tradeoffs. We have

also shown that 23�%$%&('*)+�# is a magic asymptotic threshold for the routing table size, which separates the tradeoff region

dominated by congestion and the region dominated by reachability.

V. ON THE EXACT OPTIMAL TRADEOFFS

We have shown in the previous section that, as uniform algorithms, all existing DHT schemes have achieved the

optimal asymptotic tradeoffs. However, it is not clear whether they have achieved the optimal tradeoff down to the

constant factor. In particular, we would like to know whether the �%$%&('7)+��I�$%&('9)��# tradeoff in Chord [4] is optimal. In this
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section, we formulate this tradeoff problem as an optimization problem: finding the minimum network diameter while

fixing the number of neighbors P in a network of size � . However, we are not able to find a closed-form solution or an

efficient algorithm for the problem, even though such a solution obviously exists for each �"��I�P{ pair. Nevertheless, we

construct an algorithm that achieves �%H7à;:/<>=A$%&('y)J��I�H7à;:/<>=A$%&('A)��# tradeoff using a novel number-theoretical technique. In

other words, it is 21.4% smaller in diameter than Chord and uses 21.4% less neighbors (“fingers”). We also introduced

a set of novel mathematical techniques in estimating the increase of the average hop count and the edge congestion in

our new routing scheme. This result is interesting in three aspects:

1) Since the number of neighbors is directly proportional to the self-stabilizing overhead, any sizable reduction is

desirable. Moreover, we pay nothing in terms of fault-tolerance overhead (and even get paid!) for this reduction:

the network diameter is also reduced and there is no other protocol overhead. The increase of the average hop

count and the edge congestion in our new scheme is moderate.

2) Our result shows that, if the low diameter is the only goal, Chord’s tradeoff is not optimal down to the constant

factor, among uniform algorithms. This opens the door for further optimization.

3) We introduced a set of novel number theoretical techniques in estimating the worst and average behavior of the

scheme. They are thought-provoking and may lead to the discovery of a general framework to optimize such

tradeoffs.

A. Formulation of the problem

An optimal tradeoff problem can be viewed as an optimization problem: optimizing one metric while fixing the

other. In this section, we formulate the tradeoff between the routing table size and the network diameter as the following

optimization problem. We assume that the network consists of � nodes H7IJ�AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I?�ÎMl� and the routing table is weakly

uniform12. We assume that the jump set consists of P jumps �4ÇÁY . óxY,)Èótà¤à¤à�óÁY \ Ç���Md� . The problem is to find

a best jump sequence
S Y V Z .?[ V [�\ that minimizes the network diameter. Let Ê@?A��Y . I+Y,)9ILà¤à¤à¤I+Y \  i S �%ì . I�ì�)AILKLKLKJI�ì \  �å

Ô \V�î . ì V Y V i ×3�"Ü�&A-¯�# �I�ì V ¦ H�Z . Then the network diameter A���Y . I+Y,)AILKLKLK�I+Y @  as a function of
S Y V Z .?[ V [�\ is equal to

�4365.?[ ? [ @ w . �4��B�DC 5 X C 6 XFEFEFE=X C�G �(H/I/J ��K 5 X K 6 XFLFLFL X K!G �
\ÏV�î .
ì V

This is because �4�MB�NC 5 X C 6 XFEFEFE=X C G ��H6I J �OK 5 X K 6 XFLFLFL X K G �
\ÔV�î . ì V is the minimum cost to reach a node that is larger than the source

node by × in the name space. Therefore, we would like to find an algorithm that, given P , computes the following:5�6
Note that a weakly uniform algorithm can by stateful.
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ì*P�',Ü�QR��3ÇÁY . óxY,)Èóxà¤à¤à�óÁY \ Ç¶��M��
u A#��Y . I+Y,)9ILKLKLKJI+Y \  RQ

Unfortunately, we are not able to find a closed-form solution to this optimization problem. Also, for large ��I�P , we

so far are not able to find an efficient algorithm (brute-force search takes �·\ steps) that computes the optimal jump set

and the network diameter. Nevertheless, using a novel number-theoretical technique, we are able to construct a routing

algorithm that achieves better tradeoffs than Chord.

B. Our new “number system”

We have designed a novel uniform routing scheme that is able to achievable a network diameter of H7à;:/<>=A$%&(' ) � when

the number of neighbors of each node are no more than H7à;:/<>=A$%&('�)J� . In other words, it maintains s �AàF" S less neighbors

than Chord [4] for the same network size, and achieves 21.4% less worst-case network delay. The construction of the

scheme is based on the following novel number-theoretical technique.

x 2xx 2x 3...
0 1

x*x=1−2x

Fig. 4. Our “number system” in a normalized name space

To explain the intuition behind the scheme, we normalize the name space into a unit interval u H7IJ�� , shown in Fig. 4.

In other words, the network nodes in this system are 0, ��	(� , s 	(��ILà¤à¤à , �"�lM§�� �	(� . The jump set used in Chord can be

viewed as 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16,..., ��	(� in the normalized name space. In our scheme, we let � i ø s M��¿÷ÚH7àF"{��" and

the jump set consists of � , � ) , KLKLK , �W\ , where �W\Ó÷n��	(� (i.e., PÀ÷v$"&(' � .�0 z � � ). Note that � is the root of the equation

�ÂM s � i � ) , as shown in Fig. 4.

Essentially, the goal here is to approximate every real number in u H7IJ�� using these jump sizes in a “greedy” fashion,

when allowing a “remainder” smaller than ��	(� . Given a number �¸c u H7IJ�� to approximate, there are three cases at the

very beginning:

(a) If �¸c u H7I?�É then do nothing for this step.

(b) If �¸c u ��I s �É , we subtract � from it (a “jump” of size � in the normalized name space) and the “remainder” �õM¸�
is in u H7I?�É .
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(c) If �¸c u=s �#IJ�� , we subtract � from it for two times, and the “remainder” ��M s � is in u H7I?� )  .
The above procedure will be repeatedly executed in a recursive and “greedy” fashion. In other words, such ap-

proximation steps (like (a)–(c)) will be performed in smaller and smaller intervals u H7I ��� V �  , Q =0, 1 , ..., P , until the

remainder is in u H7IJ��	(�# . The intuition of the steps (a)–(c) is the following. If a number � belongs to case (a), it is

already “better-off” in terms of path length (so we do nothing in the current step). This is because, if � belongs to case

(b) or (c), 1 or 2 additional jumps of size � are needed to reduce the remainder to the case (a). Since case (c) requires

one more jump (hop) than case (b), we compensate this difference by allowing its remainder to jump to the region

u H7I?� )  (since �ÖM s � i � ) ) instead of u H7I?�É as in case (b). In this way, we “equalize” the cost to approximate numbers

in regions u �#I s �� and u=s ��IJ�� . Note that such equalization is done in a recursive way, spreading its “equalization”

benefit recursively.

C. Our new routing scheme

Now we go back to the original (not normalized) name space 0,1,2, KLKLK , ��M§� . In our routing scheme, the routing

table consists of the following jump sizes: ����� � , ��� ) � � , ..., ���W\ w .�� � i�s , ���W\(� � i � . So the number of neighbors in

this network is P!÷Á$%&(' � .�0 z � �À÷ÁH7à;:/<>=A$%&�'9)J� , which is 21.4% less than in Chord [4]. The routing protocol is essentially

the same as in Chord. When a request destined for node QR-8� reaches node QR- , the current node Q�- will forward it to

QR-�_T��� V � � where ��� V � � Ç�QR- � MØQR-ØóU��� V }#.�� � . The maintenance of the neighbors in the face of node joins/leaves (i.e.,

self-stabilization) is also similar to that is used in Chord. In other words, we only change the jump sizes in the routing

table and leave all other mechanisms intact. It is also easy to see that our routing algorithm is strongly uniform. So by

Theorem 1, it is node-congestion-free. Compared to Chord, it reduces the network diameter by 21.4%, shown in the

following Theorem.

Theorem 4: Under the routing algorithm shown above, the network diameter is no more than �"$"&(' � .�0 z � � � _Ú��÷
H7à;:/<>=A$%&('A)�� .

Proof: It suffices to prove the following invariant: for any H�Ç Q�Ç PhMþ� , if the difference � between the

destination node and the current node in the name space is in u H7I ���É� V �  , then either of the following is true: (a) after

no more than one jump, the remainder falls into the region u H7I ���É� V }#. �  , or (b) after two jumps, the remainder falls

into the region u H7I ���É� V } ) �  . In other words, each jump is rewarded by at least an additional exponent on � , and after

at most �"$%&(' � .�0 z � � � _Á� jumps we are done.
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Given ��c u H7I ���É� V �  , we consider three cases. First, if �§c u H7I ���É� V }#. �  , then (a) is automatically satisfied and

we are done. Otherwise, suppose ���É� V }#. � ÇV�ló s ���É� V }#. � . Then, a jump of size ���É� V }#. � is made due to “greedy”

routing, and the remainder is ��M$���É� V }#. � óW���É� V }#. � , which satisfies (a). Otherwise, s ���É� V }#. � ÇT�ÀóW���É� V � . Then

the routing algorithm dictates that two jumps, each of size ���É� V }#. � , be made. The remainder is ��M s ���É� V }#. � ó
���É� V � M s ���É� V }#. � ÇU���É� V M s �É� V }#. � i ���É� V } ) � , which satisfies (b).

Therefore, our algorithm achieves a �%H7à;:/<>=A$%&('y)J��I�H7à;:/<>=A$%&('A)��# tradeoff, which is better than Chord’s tradeoff �%$%&�'�)J� ,

$%&('A)+�# . This represents a 21.4% reduction on both metrics.

However, setting the jump sizes to ��� V � � , Q i �AI s à¤à¤à¤I�P , clearly makes them dependent on the size of name space

� . This is undesirable since the name space may need to grow on demand and we do not want the whole set of jumps

be reconfigured as a result of that. So we would like to find a set of “universal” jump sizes that do not change with

respect to � and still achieve the equivalent reduction on network diameter. We found such a set that satisfies these

requirements, characterized by the following theorem. We omit the proof of the theorem since it is similar to that of

Theorem 4.

Theorem 5: When the jump sizes are set to Y V , Q i �AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P , where Y . i � , Y,) ips , and Y V } ) ißs Y V }#. _�Y V for

Q�ºx� , both P and the network diameter is approximately H7à;:/<>=A$%&�' ) � .

Example: When � i �AI�H9H9H7I�H9H9H , the jump sizes are 1, 2, 5, 12, 29, 70, 169, 408, 985, 2378, 5741, 13860, 33461,

80782, 195025, and 470832 according to the theorem.

D. Analysis of the average path length

There is one (minor) drawback in this picture, however, which is the average path length, averaged over all pairwise

communications. In this section, we show that our scheme increases the average path length by about 22.7%, compared

to Chord. Nevertheless, the proposed routing scheme is still a bargain, since the scheme reduces both network diameter

and the routing table size by 21.4%. Also, as we have explained before, given a stochastic model of node joins/leaves,

heuristics such as route caching may be used to enhance the (average) performance significantly.

In the following, we show the calculation of the increase in the average path length. Due to the recursive nature of

our algorithm, the increase in the average path length can be exactly calculated: no need for simulation. Its derivation

exhibits the beauty of recursion.

Let A#�Ý×� be the exact path length that is needed to reach a node which is × larger than the source node in the name
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space (in the cyclic sense). Then the average path length for the name space of size � , denoted as ä��"�# , is equal

to �UÔ @ w .?�î Ð A��Ý×A ? �	(� . Note that the average path length in Chord is exactly .) $%&�' ) � . Therefore, our goal is to find out

B����@ �YX
Z � @9�56 ����� 6 @ , which is how much worse our scheme did compared to Chord. This is shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 6: B����@ �YX
Z � @A�56 ����� 6 @ ißs � s �N_��� �¹ . $%&(' � .�0 z � s ÷ �Aà s9s : , where ¹ . i

ü ) }#.[ ü ) and � i ø s MÁ� . Here we assume

that all nodes in the name space exist and are alive.

Proof: For simplicity of discussion,, we would like to avoid “floors” and “ceilings” involved in manipulating the

function ä , which is defined only on the integer domain. We instead work on the (approximate) extension of function

ä to ' , which is defined on the real domain. 'W�"�# is defined as follows. We let $?�"Ì� be the “hop counts” (path length)

needed to represent a real number Ì , using the jump set �É� , �É� ) , �É��\ , ... (these are real numbers). We define g(n) as

.@8] @Ð $?�"Ì� +�%-*Ì� . It can be shown (through complicated floor and ceiling operations) that ä��"�# �÷§'W�"�# .
We define ^'É�_�8 Öå i � � 'W�_�8 (i.e., ^' is the total while ' is the average). It is much easier to work with ^'É�_�8 . We obtain

the following recurrence relations due to the recursive nature of the routing algorithm:

^'��"�# i s ^'É�"���# É_�^'É�"� ) �# É_b���Ø_ s � ) �
^'É�"���# i s ^'É�"� ) �# É_`^'É�"� \ �# É_b� ) �Ø_ s � \ �
^'��"� ) �# i s ^'É�"� \ �# É_`^'É�"� [ �# É_b� \ �Ø_ s � [ �
à¤à¤à¤à¤à¤à

We evaluate 'W�"�# i .@ ^'��"�# based on the recurrence relations above. We obtain

'��"�# i \ w .Ïj î . �%ì j �
j _ s ì j � j
}#.  �_`&8�%$"&('9)+�# 

where
S ì V Z .?[ V [�\ is in turn generated by the following recurrence relation:

ì V }#. ixs ì V _¶ì V"w . I?Q i�s I���ILKLKLK(I�P�M��
The initial conditions are ì . i � and ì�) ixs . Solving this recurrence relation, we obtain

ì V i ¹ . P V . _¶¹ ) P V) IhQ i �AI s ILKLKLK(I�PÓM��
where ¹ . i

ü ) }#.[ ü ) , ¹+) i ü ) w .[ ü ) , P . i �·_�ø s , and P�) i �ÂMbø s .

Note that ¾ P()*¾7ót� and ¾ P . ¾�º�� , so P V) æ H when Qræba . So ì V ÷Á¹ . P V . . Also, note that P . � i ���A_¿ø s  +�Uø s MÎ�� i � .
So we have
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BM���@ �YX �%ì j � j _ s ì j � j�}#.  i B��M�@ �YX � s �!_Á�� �¹ . � j P j . i � s �Ó_x�� �¹ .
Therefore B��M�@ �YX

Z � @A�56 ����� 6 @ = B���� @ �YX � � @9�56 ����� 6 @ = BM���@ �cX
Ô Ged 5f1g 5 �NC f z f } ) C f z f � 5 �56 ����� 6 @ = B����@ �YX

Ô Ged 5f1g 5 �DC f z f } ) C f z f � 5 �\ w . \ w .56 ����� 6 @ = s � s �a_
�� �¹ . $%&(' .�0 z s ÷Ú�Aà s9s :

E. How about edge congestion?

Although the new routing scheme is 1-node-congestion-free due to Theorem 1, it is not 1-edge-congestion-free.

Instead, it is 1.2336-edge-congestion-free by the following theorem. In other words, certain links carries 1.2336 times

more traffic than average. However, such a small edge congestion is usually acceptable in P2P environments.

Theorem 7: Suppose the jump sizes are as specified in Theorem 5. Let � ixs�� Y \ _OY \ w . MÒ� , which represents the

worst case for edge congestion13 . Then the scheme is 1.2336-edge-congestion-free. Here we assume that all nodes in

the name space exist and are alive.

Proof: [Sketch] Let � V denote the set of edges (links) that are of jump size Y V , i.e., � V i S o æ � o _tY V  L¾ HOÇ
o Çx�ÀM§��Z where o æç� o _xY V  denotes a link from node o to node o _ÁY V . We claim that given a uniform all-to-all

communication load (introduced in Part C of Sec. III), all edges in � V are of the same load. The proof of this claim is

omitted since it is similar to that of Theorem 1. However, the load of an edge in � V may be different from the load of

an edge in � j when Q�gito . Now let h V be the load of an edge in � V , Q i �AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P . It is hard to work with h V since

it involves complicated “floors” and “ceilings” operations. Instead, like in the proof of Theorem 6, we work with its

“extrapolation” to the real domain ( ^h ) as follows.

It is implicitly shown in the proof of Theorem 6 that Y V ÷x¹ . ����	(�É V , where ¹ . i
ü ) }#.[ ü ) . We define a new set of jump

sizes that are of real values: Y��V i ¹ . ����	(�É V , Q i �AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P . Clearly Y V ÷ùY��V for Q i �AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P . The new name space

in the real domain, denoted as i , is set to u H7I�¹ . ����	(�� \L}#.  , where � i ø s M�� as in Theorem 6. Similar to our “new

number system” discussed in Part B of Sec. V, the “routing problem” in the integer domain can be converted to the

problem of “greedily representing” a real number in i using these real jump sizes
S Y��V Z .?[ V [�\ . We define ä��_��I?Q� iÁo

if � ’s greedy representation contains Y V for o times. We know that the possible o values are 0, 1, and 2, from the

aforementioned properties of the “new number system”. We define ^h¯�"Q� i ]  Hkj ä��_��I?Q� �- . We claim without proof that

^hµ�"Q� �÷lhµ�"Q� , Q i �AI s ILà¤à¤à¤I�P . In the following we will only work with ^h , the extrapolation of h to the real domain.5�E
We omit the proof to this claim, which is involved and less interesting.
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From simple calculation, we get ^h¯�ÝP{ ixs � ) �¿_l���h÷ÁH7à;:/m�:k"9� and ^hµ�ÝP�MÒ�� ixs �"�É�n\�_l�É� )  �÷ÁH7àF"*<>m9��� . Clearly

^hµ�ÝPÓMd�� õó ^hµ�ÝP{ . We claim that ^hµ�ÝPÓMd�� õó ^h¯�ÝPÓMb�* Âó ^h¯�ÝPÓMom* Âótà¤à¤àWó ^h¯�ÝP�Mp"y õó ^hµ�ÝPÓM s  õó ^hµ�ÝP{ . In other

words, for any Q i PNM��AI�P¸M s ILà¤à¤à¤IJ� , ^hµ�"Q�M��� is between ^hµ�"Q� and ^hµ�"Q#_þ�� . To show this, we use the recurrence

relations ^hµ�"QrMd�� iþs � ^h¯�"Q� �_b� ) ^hµ�"QÉ_x�� , Q i PÓM��AI�P�M s ILà¤à¤à¤IJ� , from Lemma 3. Since s �Ó_¶� ) i � , ^hõ�"QfM��� is a

convex combination of ^hõ�"Q� and ^hµ�"Q�_Á�� and must lie between ^hµ�"Q� and ^h¯�"Q�_��� .
Therefore, we know that ^hµ�ÝP{ i Ü�ìy� .?[ V [�\ ^hµ�"Q� . We already know from Theorem 6 that the average hop count is

0.614 per node. Therefore, the average amount of traffic per node is 0.614 n by Little’s Law argument similar to that

of Proposition 3. Therefore, the edge congestion is no more than ^hµ�ÝP{ �	7�%H7àq=7��"9�# = H7à;:/m�:k" 	�H7àq=7��" = 1.2336.

Lemma 3: ^h¯�"QrM��� ixs � ^h¯�"Q� #_b� ) ^h¯�"QÉ_Á�� for Q i P!M��AI�PÓM s ILà¤à¤à¤IJ� .
This Lemma can be proven by the fact that � ) _ s � i � and standard techniques in calculus such as change of

variables in integration. We omit its proof here due to lack of space.

VI. ULYSSES: A LOW DIAMETER PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK

In Sec. III, we conjecture that if the network is required to be congestion-free, 23�%$%&�'{)+�# will be the lower bound

network diameter when the routing table size is no more than �!�%$%&('7)+�# . In this section, we show that the answer to this

question is negative when we do not consider the overhead of maintaining the routing invariant under dynamic node

joins and leaves: a static butterfly network achieves a diameter of O( ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @ ) and ���%$%&�' 1 �# when the routing table

size is $%&('9)+� and - respectively. We then provide a succinct description of Ulysses, a congestion-free DHT scheme

that maintains the routing table size of �!�%$%&('y)+�# with high probability and always maintains the lower diameter of

��� ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @  , in spite of node joins and leaves.

A. The static butterfly

The general static14 butterfly network can be defined as follows. A �ÝPWI�P, -butterfly is a directed graph with � i
P � P \ vertices, where P and P are referred to as the diameter and the degree, respectively. Note that throughout this

section, P no longer denotes the routing table size as before. Each vertex is of the form �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK�I?� \ w .sr Q� , where

H!Ç�� Ð I?� . ILKLKLKJI?� \ w . ÇtPõMb� and H!Ç�Q·ÇdP¿MO� . For each vertex �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK�I?� \ w .sr Q� , we refer to Q as its level15 and

�"� Ð I?� . ILà¤à¤à¤I?� \ w .  as its row. From each vertex �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK(I?� \ w .sr Q� , there is a directed edge to all vertices of the form5 F
We use the term static to emphasize that this topology works only under the “all-exist all-alive” condition.5�G
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that additive operations on level are modulo k.
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�"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK�I?� V I��WI?� V } )AILKLKLKJI?� \ w .�r Q�_t�� when Q4gi P�Md� , and �_�WI?� . ILà¤à¤à¤I?� \ w .�r H, when Q i P�M§� . The routing path

from vertex �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK(I?� \ w .sr Q� to vertex �_� Ð I�� . ILKLKLK(I�� \ w .!r o  successively changes � V }#. to � V }#. while going from

level Q to level QÛ_t� , � V } ) to � V } ) while going from level QÛ_�� to level QÛ_ s , and so on. This process proceeds until

all of the � ’s have been changed to � ’s, and then continues along row �_� Ð I�� . ILà¤à¤à¤I�� \ w .  to level o .
Note that in the static butterfly, the size of the routing table is P since each node �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLK�I?� \ w .sr Q� is connected to

all nodes that have the same coordinates as the node in all dimensions except for the �"Q�_§�� Õ�u . The diameter is s P¿M`�
since a query may, in the worst case, change all coordinates (there are P of them) to the right value and then travel

another PÓMd� steps to go to the right level. Since � i PvP�\ , depending on the routing table size P , we have two cases:

(1) when P i $%&('9)+� , we have POÇ ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @ , and (2) when P i - , we have PÒÇ�$%&(' 1 � . In other words, if we do not

consider node joins/leaves, we can achieve �!� ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @  and �!�%$%&(' 1 �# network diameter when the routing table size is

$%&('A)+� and - respectively. In this paper, we will only explore the first case in depth.

As pointed out by Karp [8], the static �ÝPWI�P, butterfly is node-congestion-free. However, it is not edge-congestion free.

Consider the edges going form a node �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLKJI?� \ w .�r Q� to �"� Ð I?� . ILKLKLKJI?� \ w .�r QÛ_��� . In the static � :=<?> @:=<?>y:=<?> @ I�B�C9D·�# 
butterfly, each node has exactly one such horizontal edge, and the remaining PÎMb� are nonhorizontal edges. However,

a query traverses \ w .) horizontal links and P non-horizontal links on average. Therefore, a horizontal link carries about

:=<?> @) times as much traffic as a non-horizontal link. In other words, its edge congestion factor is ���%$"&(' ) �# .

B. The Ulysses butterfly

In Ulysses, we first solve the aforementioned edge congestion problem by adding PÓM s “shortcut” links from each

node �"� . I?�W)AILKLKLK�I?� \ r Q� to nodes �"� . I?�W)AILKLKLK�I?� \ r o  �I o gi Q�I?Q#_t� . This way, in the aforementioned butterfly routing,

once � ’s have all become � ’s, only one jump is needed to reach the destination through one of these “short-cut” links.

This has the additional benefit of reducing the network diameter from s PÓMd� to P4_Á� , which is about � :=<?> @:=<?>�:=<?> @
�
. The

increase in the routing table size is moderate: from ( B¤C9D ) � ) to ( B�C9D ) �Ñ_ :=<?> 69@:=<?> 6 :=<?> 6 @ ). For example, when there are

s ) Ð ÷Ú�AI�H9H9H7I�H9H9H nodes in the network, this represents an increase from 20 entries to 25 entries in the routing table.

However, for Ulysses to be operational in real-world P2P environment, where there are dynamic node joins and

leaves, we need to address two additional challenges. First, a sparse network, resulting from dynamic node joins/leaves,

needs to be “mapped” to the “fully-meshed” static butterfly. Second, a self-stabilization scheme is needed to handle

node joins/leaves in P2P networks16 without degrading its routing table size. Since the detailed design is a part of our5��
We assume that all node departures are graceful. This is also an implicit assumption in many existing DHT schemes, including CAN [5].
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Fig. 5. A Ulysses butterfly with k=2. Links from only 2 nodes in each level are shown for clarity. It is “wrapped around” with level 0 shown

twice. If we project the zone of node w�ÿ�°�°!x�ÿsy on level 1 and slide its “shadow” along the vertical direction (dimension 1), it overlaps with zones

w�ÿJ°
°!x�°�y and w�ÿ�ÿ�x?°ey . This explains why node w�ÿ�°
°�x�ÿsy has links to nodes w 011,1 y and w 00,1 y . Note that edges from a node at level 0 to nodes

at level 1 essentially “slide” in the “vertical” direction and those from level 1 to level 0 “slide” in the “horizontal” direction.

ongoing research [11], due to the lack of space, here we will only provide its succinct description.

The name space of a Ulysses P -butterfly consists of PÎP -dimensional level-cuboids, one level-cuboid corresponding

to each level. Each DHT node represents a zone in the name-space. Let � � be the number of nodes inside a Ulysses

DHT. Then the name space is partitioned into �r� disjoint zones. Each zone is a subcuboid of a level-cuboid, the level

of which is called the level of the zone. Each node that joins the network is randomly assigned a level $ . The level- $
cuboid will then be re-partitioned to accommodate the new node using a buddy protocol discussed next. For simplicity

of discussion, here we assume that there is at least one node at each level17, despite joins and leaves.

A new node that would like to join the network first randomly generates a search key and sends a query for this key,

through a node ] that is already in the Ulysses network. To find such an ] , the new node can use any of the discovery

mechanisms proposed in the literature [12]. This query, routed through the Ulysses network, will eventually reach the

node currently responsible for the key. This node then splits its zone of responsibility by two and assigns one half

to the new node. The keys that are stored at the original node and should now be handled by the new node will be

forwarded to the new node. The original node and the new node are referred to as buddies18 and maintain a link to

each other, called buddy link. Due to such “merging” and “splitting” in response to dynamic node leaves and joins ,

the “volume” of a bigger zone is always s V ( Q�º�H ) times the size of a smaller zone.

Having specified the nodes (the zone-cuboids), we proceed to define the links between these nodes. A zone-cuboid

Mechanisms to handle ungraceful node departures will be a part of our future research.5 ¨
A straightforward initialization protocol can make this happen.5�©
This is inspired by the buddy system used in memory management [13], [14], [15].
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in the $ Õ�u level-cuboid has links to all those zone-cuboids in the �%$8_��� Õ�u level-cuboid which have an “overlap” with it

in the dimensions H7IJ�AILKLKLK(I�$�I�$�_ s ILKLKLK(I�PÓMd� , but not necessarily in the �%$8_��� Õ�u dimension. The geometric intuition

of this linking relationship is the following. Given any zone at level $ , we first map it to its “shadow” at “the same

location” at level $
_h� . Recall that each cuboid (level or zone) is a P -dimensional object. Then we “slide” the “shadow”

(in a wrap-around way) along the direction of the �%$(_a�� Õ�u dimension. This zone will have a link to all the level- �%$(_Ò�� 
zones that its “shadow” will “pass through” (“touching” does not count). This intuition is captured precisely in Fig.

5. Additionally, each node also has links to all nodes that overlap with its shadow (here without sliding) at each

level. These links correspond to the “shortcut” links discussed earlier. In [11], we show that routing can be performed

through these links in a similar way as in a static butterfly. The size of the routing table is exactly the out-degree of a

node handling a zone. We have also shown in [11] how to update a routing table in response to node joins and leaves.

This topology suggests that the routing table size of a node is approximately proportionally to the volume of the

zone handled by the node. Ideally, the sizes/volumes of these zones/cuboids are identical, and each cuboid keeps about

$%&('A)+� neighbors. However, due to dynamic joins and leaves, there can be certain zones which are larger. We show,

through rigorous mathematical analysis, that even without further optimization, the volume of a cuboid stays within the

region u ����	 s Maô .  ?��I�� s _¶ô�)J ?�8Q with very high probability. Here � is the average volume of a cuboid, and ô . I�ô�)3º§H
are small constants. So with high probability, each node maintains a routing table no larger than �!�%$%&(' ) �# . Also, the

network always achieves a low diameter of ��� ����� 6 @����� 6 ����� 6 @  .

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the fundamental tradeoffs (both asymptotic and exact) between the routing table size and the

network diameter. We rigorously formulate this tradeoff problem and show that there are algorithms which achieve

better tradeoffs than existing DHT schemes. However, all of these algorithms cause intolerable levels of congestion

on certain network nodes. After formulating the notion of “congestion”, we conjecture that the tradeoffs achieved by

existing DHT schemes are asymptotically optimal if the network is required to be “congestion-free”. The exploration of

this conjecture ramifies the role that congestion-free plays in the “state-space” tradeoff. We then prove that, as uniform

algorithms, the existing DHT schemes are indeed asymptotically optimal. Furthermore, we find that, for uniform

algorithms, �!�%$%&('9)+�# is a magic threshold on the routing table size that separates the tradeoff region dominated by

congestion and the region dominated by reachability. We also formulate the exact (instead of asymptotic) “state-

efficiency” tradeoff problem for uniform algorithms. We construct a new routing scheme based on a novel number-
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theoretical technique, which maintains 21.4% less neighbors than Chord and has a diameter 21.4% less than Chord.

Finally, we present Ulysses, a non-uniform algorithm that achieves a better asymptotic “state-efficiency” than existing

schemes in the probabilistic sense, under dynamic node joins/leaves.
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